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ABSTRACT 

 
A proper irrigation system is necessary for the cultivation of crops, At present manual irrigation or 

semi automated technique is followed by the farmer. Fully automatic system that caters to the needs of the 
former is lacking at recent times.  In proposed system, the image of plant and soil is captured by digital 
camera, which is robot based often Application is developed, image process is developed to urge actual 
standing of plant either wet or dry and created a soil take a look at. In alteration module, the most objectives 
of our work square measure to maximize correct use of water, to attenuate the price of labor and to produce 
security. A wireless system is meant to produce info to the owner of the land. To make sure the safety of the 
pumps and alternative equipment’s, there's associate alert and lock system maintained for permitting the 
management of the licensed person solely. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Cell phones (e.g. sensible phones and Tablets) have capability figuring, detecting, and property assets, 
and run Apps for numerous capacities. The gadget attributes regularly grasp an elite processor at low-power 
utilization, running frequencies of more than one gigahertz, and an enormous memory, conjointly contains a 
high-resolution touch screen with graphics capacity. They are designed with totally diverse sensors, similar to 
high-resolution CCDs,  accelerometers, gyroscopes, and compasses among others. These cell phones have 
different property decisions, general packet radio administration (GPRS), third-or fourth-generation (3G/4G), 
Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi for net and local access. They require a multi-tasking programming for running first-and 
third-party Apps, resulting a beautiful creating stages for  chosen applications in several domains. Conjointly 
with further  sensors the cell phones will alter tempting sensing applications somewhere else, as ecological 
recognition, human services, security and transportation. Cell phones are utilized as outer biosensor readouts 
with on-board sound equipment, together with machine-controlled processing which implies that of partner 
degree App. distinctive recognition App was intended for driver exhaustion recognition upheld the main thrust 
face picture and a bio-signal device. A versatile radiation indicator has been produced with a PIN photodiode 
associated with a cell phone by means of an electro-acoustic transducer data and utilize the GPS and systems 
administration abilities for data sharing. Another application has been created to live pulsatile photo 
plethysmograph signals from victimization the constitutional lens framework then utilize this data to watch a 
try fibrillation that will be that the commonest managed cardiopathy.  
 

Synergistic Apps anticipate the consistent activity flags and monitor street conditions, exploitation the 
cell phone cameras mounted on the automotive windshields. A cellular telephone based App has been created 
to recognize the people action, and their connection in an exceedingly picture, which implies that of the 
utilization of the different sensors, such as "standing or playing" from the measuring framework, "indoor or 
outside" from a photograph device. Cell phones may be used in vital financial parts -, for example, agribusiness 
get a handle on the value chain for different capacities, from the homestead supplying to the supporter, 
utilizing different sensors and learning correspondence innovation. A few applications manufacture utilization 
of inserted assets of the gadget, meanwhile distinctive capacities needs the occasion of code and equipment. 
Cell phones, similar to PDAs (personal digital assistant) have utilized Apps to assemble field data for choosing 
in agricultural production traceability. A vagrant has been acclimated send dripper run time arranging proposal 
by means of SMS from a water balance system, though agriculturists sent back data concerning watering 
systems and rainfalls to overhaul the water parity. The representative uses a GPRS empowered hand-held 
gadget to capture information on poultry operations gathered at an abroad ranch and transmitted to a back-
end server inside of the workplace. A cell phone App runs an online entire homestead machine Simian, bound 
to offer the meat oxen production systems, some assistance with simulating a circumstance with introductory 
qualities and contingent standards to deal with a ranch. A versatile App used in agro Eco frameworks allows 
the agriculturists perform atomic  number 7 regular procedure simulations. this will be led into the circle 
partner degreed win an on site analysis of atomic number 7 management practices for ecological protection. 
 
RELATED WORK 
 

Cell phones have been utilized as external biosensor readouts with on-board sound equipment, 
including computerized information handling by means of an App [1]. Other observing App was intended for 
driver weakness checking in view of the driver face picture and a bio-signal sensor [2]. A portable radiation 
finder has been created with a PIN photodiode associated with a cell phone through a microphone input and 
utilizations the GPS and systems administration abilities for data sharing [3]. Another application has been 
produced to quantify pulsatile photoplethysmograph signals from a fingertip utilizing the worked as a part of 
camera lens and afterward utilize this information to recognize atrial fibrillation, which is the most widely 
recognized maintained arrhythmia [4]. Cooperative Apps foresee the planned movement flags and screen 
street conditions, utilizing the cell phone cameras mounted on the auto windshields [5]. A cell telephone 
based App has been produced to perceive the general population action, and their setting in a photo, by 
method for the use of the distinctive sensors, such as "standing or playing" from the accelerometer, "indoor or 
open air" from a photo device [6]. Cell phones could be utilized as a part of essential financial segments -, for 
example, horticulture grasping the worth chain for differing purposes, from the ranch logistics to the 
customer, utilizing assorted sensors and data correspondence innovation [7]. A few applications make use of 
installed assets of the gadget, in the mean time different purposes requires the advancement of programming 
and equipment. Cell phones,such as PDAs (personal digital assistant) have utilized Apps to gather field 
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information for choice making in agricultural production traceability [8]. A cell telephone has been utilized to 
send dripper run time booking exhortation by means of SMS from a water parity framework, while ranchers 
sent back information about watering systems and rainfalls to redesign the water balance[9]. The specialist 
utilizes a GPRS empowered handheld gadget to catch data on poultry operations gathered at a remote chicken 
homestead and transmitted to a back-end server in the primary office [10]. A cell phone App runs an online 
entire homestead test system Simugan, arranged to help the meat steers generation frameworks, recreating a 
situation with starting qualities and restrictive tenets to deal with a ranch [11]. A portable App utilized in agro 
ecosystems permits the agriculturists perform nitrogen draining reproductions. This can be directed into the 
field and accomplish an on location investigation of nitrogen administration hones for natural protection [12].  
 

By indicating a cell phone standardized tags or near field communication(NFC) labels, a viticulturist 
might download or transfer data of climate, sickness, and irritation frequency of a grape field [13]. Different 
applications for the agriculture segment utilizing cell phones have been produced; for figuring leaf zone with 
picture preparing strategies [14], for evaluating the leaf area index (LAI) by two circuitous techniques [15], for 
checking farmland air and soil conditions progressively [16], for actualizing a Munsell soil-shading sensor for 
the examination, portrayal, and grouping of soils [17], and for converting so as to recognize nuisances and 
plant sicknesses on leaves the cell phone into a computerized microscope [18]. 
 

In the current system, manual irrigation technique is followed by the farmer. there's no automatic 
system is developed nonetheless currently In the related work the RGB picture of the leaves are taken using a 
smart phone .this pictures are transformed in to the grey scale images ,using mat lab to know the saturation 
limit of the leaves when they are dry and wet which represent the range of the system that depends on the 
soil ,sand, clay percentages. The histograms shown a slight difference between dry and wet pixels. In order to 
enhance the differences between the dry leaves and wet leaves, a light field image of a super-white paper was 
taken with the same background of the illumination provided by the LED and subtracted from the set of 
images. The resulting images and their histograms are shown below 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 
 Waiting time is magnified 
 Unreliable 
 High value 
 Less effective 
 High Power consumption 
 Less security 
 
PROPOSED WORK 
 

In planned SYSTEM, the image of plant and soil is captured by digital camera, humanoid based mostly 
Application is developed, image process is developed to urge actual standing of plant either wet or dry and 
created a soil check. In MODIFICATION half, the  objective of our work area unit to maximize correct use of 
water, to attenuate the price of labor and to produce security. A wireless system is intended to produce 
information to the owner of the land to confirm the protection of the pumps and different equipments, there's 
associate degree alert and lock system maintained for permitting the management of the approved person 
solely. 
 
ALGORITHM USED 
 

In the proposed method, we have used Eigen Faces method.  In this process initially we capture the 
images of the leaves and name them and stored in the database. When new images are captured these images 
of the leaves are compared with the images stored in the database through the Eigen faces  algorithm during 

comparison we find the Euclidean distance  where y1 is the pre stored image and y2 is the newly 
captured image.  
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ADVANTAGES 
 
 Waiting time is shriveled 
 Reliable 
 Low cost 
 More effective 
 Power saving 
 High security 
 
ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 
 

 
 
ANDROID DEPLOMENT 
 

Mobile shopper is Associate in Nursing mechanical man application that created and put in within the 
User’s mechanical man movable. In order that we will perform the activities. the applying initial Page carries 
with it the User registration method. We’ll produce the User Login Page by Button and Text Field category 
within the mechanical man. Whereas making the mechanical man Application, we've got to style the page by 
dragging the tools like Button, Text field, and Radio Button. Once we have a tendency to designed the page 
we've got to jot down the codes for every. Once we have a tendency to produce the complete mobile 
application, it'll generated as mechanical man Platform Kit (APK) file. This APK file are going to be put in within 
the User’s movable Associate in Nursing Application.  
 

 
 
PRESTORED IMAGE DATA BASE 
 

In this module, user takes a snap of crops in traditional, wet and dry seasons. Then the owner or user 
uploads the photographs of crops wet and dry to server. Server stores the photographs of crops. conjointly it 
stores the small print of crops. the most objectives of our work square measure to maximize correct use of 
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water, to reduce the value of labor and to produce security. A wireless system is intended to produce info to 
the owner of the land. 
 
AUTOMATIC CAMERA INITIALIZATION 
 

In this module, mobile camera is initiated and exposure is taken in order that crop is captured by the 
mechanical man application. This exposure is uploaded to the most server. Once  the exposure is uploaded to 
the server, server compares the keep image into uploaded pictures.  
 

 
 

IMAGE COMPARISON-WET AND DRY 
 

In this module, server already has wet and dry pictures of crops in its information base. once camera 
taking exposure and uploaded method each pictures square measure compared. once analyzes if image is wet 
means that, then apps incessantly monitor the crops. If the image don't seem to be wet means that, then 
image is compared to pre keep dry pictures. 
 
AUTOMATIC MOTOR CONTROL 
 

In this module, if the uploaded pictures square measure matches to dry pictures means that, server 
mechanically on the control. Else if the uploaded pictures square measure matches to wet pictures means 
that, server mechanically off the motor in remotely. mechanical man mobile and control communication 
through blue tooth device. 
 
SECURED LOCK MONITORING 
 

In this module, A wireless system is intended to produce info to the owner of the land. to make sure 
the protection of the pumps and alternative equipments, there's Associate in Nursing alert and lock system 
maintained for permitting the control of the approved person solely through blue tooth communication. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

A developed cell phone irrigation sensor consented to the considered idea of an optically activated 
mechanized watering system utilizing a soil imaging process. Because of quick development of cell phone 
applications  at moderate costs, this App represents to a straightforward and viable usage .also we provide a 
security system for the motor in case if something happens to it an alert message is sent to the person 
registered in the application in the android based smart phone. 
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The sensor can be used for making systems of vast fields or for uneven development landscapes, Also 
if necessary there are other correspondence capacities, for example, Bluetooth or specifically through a SIM 
card by means of SMS connected straightforwardly to a URL site or other cell phone, coordinating a few 
adaptable conceivable applications. In the event that an entryway is not required, the irrigation sensor can be 
utilized alone to trigger remotely a watering system pump. 
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